This chapter explains fundamental Unix commands that are necessary for understanding later scripts. It will be helpful if you know elementary Unix commands. Books titled "Teach Yourself Unix" have excellent, simple, early chapters that give the basics. Also, by surfing the web, you can find universities that have good tutorial sites.
2.2
File Name Conventions The following file name suffixes are used throughout this Primer.
• .sh shell script • .scr shell script that launches a .sh shell script • .su binary seismic data • .dat binary data, not seismic data • .eps image file formatted as Encapsulated Postscript (EPS) • .txt ASCII data file The SU seismic data format is based on, but is not identical to, the binary format called SEG-Y. SEG-Y was defined by the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) and has become an industry standard format for seismic data exchange.
The following file types can be printed directly to the screen by the cat and more commands: .sh, .scr, .txt.
2.3
Advanced Unix Concepts We do not explain the following advanced Unix concepts in detail. Their usage will be made clear by the way we use them in later scripts.
The following Unix commands are not complete. These are merely a selection of commands that we consider helpful for your understanding and reproduction of the processing in this Primer.
Remember that Unix is case sensitive. That is, suplane is not the same as Suplane.
Invoke the Shell: #! /bin/sh
To start the Bourne shell interpreter, the first line of any script we make must be:
Comment Line: #
A comment line is one that is not seen by the shell. It is for user-comments within a shell script. A comment line begins with the # character. For example: # Name input and output files Note: The use of "#" shown in the previous section is a rare exception to the use of "#" explained here. Note: The shell ignores blank lines. Note: Do not insert comment lines or blank lines in the middle of an instruction.
Pipe: |
We saw the pipe in Section 1.8. We mention it here because it is an advanced concept. A pipe allows data to flow from one process to another. Below (as before), suplane creates data, then the pipe sends the data to the imaging program, suxwigb to be seen on the screen. In other words, data flow is through the pipe, left to right. suplane | suxwigb
Shell Redirection: < and > and >>
The redirect < sends data from right to left. Below, data file seis1.su is sent as input to program suwind, a windowing program that we will use later.
suwind < seis1.su
The redirect combination below sends data file (a) to process (b); the output of (b) is stored in file (c).
The first command below types the contents of file README to the screen. The second command below redirects the result of the cat command to file info2.txt; the contents of file README do not get to the screen. The third command below appends the contents of file README to the bottom of file info2.txt; that is, the original contents of file info2.txt are not overwritten.
cat README cat README > info2.txt cat README >> info2.txt
Permissions: rwxrwxrwx
All files on a Unix system have permission rights associated with them. These rights of "read" (r), "write" (w), and "execute" (x) are assigned to "user," "group," and "other. The left column shows that file nmoall.sh now is executable. The "*" on the file name (right column) also indicates that the file is executable.
Shell Internal Variables
Inside a shell script, variables are defined with an equal (=) sign and referenced (used in the script) with the $. The line offset=2000 sets the variable offset to 2000. The value of the variable is later used as $offset.
Passing Values to the Shell
Values can be passed to the shell when the script is called. Each argument listed after the name of the script when it is called can be referenced in the script with the expressions $1 (first argument), $2 (second argument), etc. The command migrate1.sh 1800 4500 starts script migrate1.sh and assigns the value 1800 to variable $1 and the value 4500 to variable $2. If migrate1.sh is a migration script, 1800 might mean a velocity of 1800 m/s, the velocity at the top of the time section; and 4500 might mean 4500 m/s, the velocity at the bottom of the time section. By passing values to the shell when you start the script, you can re-run the script any number of times with different values, without rewriting the script, until you are satisfied with the output.
Continuation Mark: \
Sometimes we place instructions on more than one line for the sake of visual clarity. In the following instruction, the title of the output plot is placed on the second line. When the continuation mark (backslash) is used, no other character or space can be to its right. suximage < shot$1.su perc=95 \ title="SP # $1"
Integer Evaluation
Integers are numbers without a decimal part. That is, 2, 0, and -1 are integers. Simple integer expressions can be evaluated within the shell by enclosing the expression in single back quotes (not the apostrophe). Notice that the multiply sign must use the backslash.
var=`expr var1 [+][-][\*][/][%] var2`
For example, increment a loop counter with:
k=`expr $k + 1`
There are no spaces around the equal sign (=). However, spaces are acceptable within the quotes.
Floating Point Evaluation
Floating point numbers (sometimes called "floats") are numbers with a decimal part. That is, 2., 0.01, and -1.5 are floating point numbers. Floating-point arithmetic is possible using the Unix calculator bc. For example: src=`bc -l << -END $i * 0.05 ENDH ere, src is the variable. The value of src is computed in the second line. Most of the first line and the third line are bc syntax that must be used exactly as shown.
Note: Strictly speaking, the characters on the third line must be the only characters on the line and must start in column 1. However, modern operating systems are not as strict as older ones. Scripts in this Primer ignore this outdated, strict rule. However, beware! More sophisticated script languages like awk or Perl could also be used to create scripts with floating point arithmetic, but this would make the use of SU unnecessarily complicated in the context of this Primer.
Debug Option
Used as the first command of a script after initializing the shell, the debugging command prints all executed lines to the screen as they execute. The screen output can be obscure, but it can also be helpful. The command is:
Case Option
Case involves pattern matching. If pattern1 matches input variable var, commands in list1 are executed. If, instead, pattern2 matches var, commands in list2 are executed. Etc.
case [var] in [pattern1]) [list1];;
[pattern2]) [list2];; ...
... ;; esac
An important part of case is the right parenthesis after the key words pattern1, pattern2, etc. Also, notice the double semicolons at the end of each list.
Shell Loops and If Blocks
The programming language of the Bourne shell allows making for loops: 
Exit the Shell
At the end of a script the command exit can be used. If exit is used, the shell terminates at this point, even if there are commands after exit. The command is: exit 2.4 Shell Script Example: myplot.sh This example shows the syntax of a "case" script and demonstrates SU plot options. We placed line numbers on the left for discussion; they are not part of the script. Option -n of cat made the numbers. We redirected the cat output to a text file that we later inserted into this document.)
Line 1 starts the shell. Line 2 is the first comment. Line 9 defines the signal-to-noise ratio of the output seismic data. The defined variable signaltonoise is referenced in line 13 as $signaltonoise. (Refer to Section 2.3.6.)
Line 13: program suplane creates seismic data, the pipe (|) sends the output of suplane to program suaddnoise, program suaddnoise adds the previously defined amount of white (random) noise, the modified seismic data is redirected (>) to output as file myplot.su. By the end of line 13, you have a new file of seismic data on your computer. File myplot.su is the input data to the "case" logic that follows.
Lines 17-47 are the "case" logic. Line 50 exits the shell.
To run this script, it first must be created in an editor, saved under any name and made executable. The script is then called with the name of the file, followed by the case selection (see Table 2 .2). For example, if the script file was saved under the name myplot.sh, and then made executable with the command chmod +x myplot.sh the command myplot.sh wiggle runs the script and displays wiggle traces on the screen. In fact, there are four ways to run this script: Option "-bg white" makes the ghostview background white. On many systems, the default background is grey.
The echo command writes to the screen (unless the output of echo is redirected). Lines 29 and 31 put blank lines above and below the output of line 30 to make line 30 output easier to read. The same is true for lines 36, 38, 37 and lines 42, 44, 43. Last, notice line 41. This case option is used if you do not select or if you incorrectly type one of the other cases. Case option "*)" is placed after all other cases and is always selected if none of the previous cases are selected. This option is used here to print information to the screen to remind you of the acceptable cases. 
